Relay Umpire’s Report Form

Date:

Time:

Event #:

Race:

Event:

Venue:
Heat #:

Semi #:

Final

M / F

Competitors Involved
Number:

Lane:

Centre / Club / Country:

Number:

Lane:

Centre / Club / Country:

Tick

127.4 The Umpire (s) shall report to the Referee any breach of the Rules, even if the athlete (or team) does not finish the race.
Rule
Infringement
Tick
Rule
Infringement
170.6 (a) Baton dropped / not carried by hand to outgoing
170.9
Athlete takes or picks up the baton of another
runner at change zone ___.
team.
170.6 (b) Athlete wore gloves or placed material or sub170.15
4 x 400m - Broke from lane ___ before passing
stances on their hands in order to obtain a better
the break line.
grip of the baton.
170.6 (c) Athlete in lane ___ who dropped the baton,
failed to recover it.
170.6 (c)

170.7
170.8

125.5
145

Athlete in lane ___ who dropped the baton,
170.19
retrieved it, but did not return to the place
where it was dropped or reduced required
running distance.
Baton changed ___ metres before / after zone.
170.20
Baton not exchanged in lane.
Obstructed or otherwise impeded athlete
(#
) in lane ___ by running out of position
___ at change zone ___ before / after changing
baton.
Athlete Misconduct

Began running outside their take over zone at
change ___.

Athletes exchange positions at the beginning of
the take over zone ___. For Medley, 4 x 400m
(and 4 x 200m when not run entirely in lanes)

Acting in an unsporting or improper manner.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Where did the incident occur?
X
O

Place of Infringement
Umpire Position

Further information

Umpires Name:
Action Taken:
Referees Name:

None

Umpires Signature:
Warning

Disqualification

Rule Number:

Referees Signature:

If an athlete is disqualified during a competition, reference to the IAAF Rule infringed should be made in the official results.
Attach this report to the result of the event.
01/2018

